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ABSTRACT
Power consumption, particularly runtime leakage, in long on-chip
buses has grown to an unacceptable portion of the total power
budget due to heavy buffer insertion to combat RC delays. In this
paper, we propose a new bus encoding algorithm and circuit scheme
for on-chip buses that eliminates capacitive crosstalk while
simultaneously reducing total power. We introduce a new buffer
design approach with selective use of high threshold voltage
transistors and couple this buffer design with a novel bus encoding
scheme. The proposed encoding scheme significantly reduces total
power by 26% and runtime leakage power by 42% while also
eliminating capacitive crosstalk. In addition, the proposed encoding
is specifically optimized to reduce the complexity of the encoding
logic, allowing for a significant reduction in overhead which has not
been considered in previous bus encoding work.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Continued scaling of process technologies has led to smaller device
features, faster clock speeds, and rapidly shrinking interconnects. In
order to maintain the performance gain associated with each
technology generation, the threshold voltage (V,) of the MOSFET
device is aggressively scaled as well. However, lowering V, has
resulted in an increase in the subthreshold current of the device at 35X per generation [I]. It is projected that in the 90nm node
subthreshold leakage power will be as much as 40% of the total
power for high-performance processors [2]. Buffers used to manage
delay and signal integrity problems on long on-chip buses
contribute to a major component of this leakage power. In general,
inverters or buffers contribute roughly 50% of the total device width
on chips [3] and, due to the lack of stack effect, constitute a major
fraction of the total leakage power. Further, it has been estimated
141 that 70% of the total cell count at the 32nm node will he due to
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buffers and repeaters. Consequently, it is critical to develop
approaches that aim to limit this component of total power.
Recently, a number of strategies have been proposed that utilize bus
encoding to eliminate undesirable effects that would otherwise
occur during transmission of the unencoded bits. The approaches in
[5,6,7,8] seek to minimize the dynamic power and delay in buses
through various encoding schemes. The work in [ 5 ] is well suited
for delay reduction hy elimination of crosstalk (through a “selfshield encoding”) but it does not address power reduction. The
authors in [ 6 ] extend the work in [ 5 ] and propose a method that
eliminates crosstalk and also reduces dynamic power. However,
they do not address the critical issue of static leakage power. In [7],
the authors shume the order of the bus lines to minimize oppositephase transitions on adjacent bus lines to reduce power due to
crosstalk. The results in [ X I show a reduction in both static and
dynamic power using their technique of low-voltage BiCMOS and
termination networks.
While the above mentioned works describe methods of eliminating
crosstalk andor reducing dynamic power, most do not tackle the
rising leakage power levels in such buses. These approaches also
do not attempt to minimize the complexity of the encoder and
decoder (codec) hardware and therefore may have high power and
delay overheads. In this paper, we propose a new bus encoding
method that minimizes total power while simultaneously
eliminatine crosstalk. Our anoroach uses a novel bus encodine
scheme coupled with a dua-V,h buffer design. We demonstrate that
by combining a leakage-aware encoding with a dual-V,h bus driver
design, we can reduce average runtime leakage power by 42% and
average total power by 26% while concurrently eliminating
crosstalk. Our approach also minimizes the codec logic complexity
resulting in significantly reduced power and delay overhead.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
an overview of our approach for leakage-aware bus encoding.
Section 3 details the algorithm that is used to derive the low leakage
and crosstalk eliminating encoding. Section 4 describes the
experimental test setup and presents our results. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. OVERVIEW OF ENCODING
In general, low threshold voltage (LVT) buffers are used in on-chip
memory buses to achieve high performance requirements. However,
LVT devices are unsuitable from a power perspective due to their
vely high leakage power. A simple way to reduce subthreshold
leakage Current is bv raisins v,h,which is accomolished bv
replalng the LVT duffers with k g h threshold voltage (HVf)
buffers. Using HVT instead of LVT devices typically provides a
leakage savings of IOX for the same size device. Note that there are
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much reduced penalty in dynamic energy. In Figure I , the initial
specified delay constraint which was not met using HVT devices is
now attainable using SVT buffers. Further, the dynamic energy
penalty has been reduced by nearly IOX to only 6.54.6 at the fastest
achievable design point of SVT. This dynamic penalty is due to the
slightly larger device sizes that must be used to ensure that the
delay numbers of SVT and LVT are the same.
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Figure 1: Normalized worst-case delay and dynamic energy far difierent
bus line types.

other known techniques to reduce leakage during standby mode hut
in this paper we focus on runtime leakage reduction which is a more
difficult and pressing problem. Currently dual-V,, is the only
practical approach to achieving substantial runtime leakage
reduction [9].
However, using HVT buffers leads to a large degradation in
performance. Figure 1 was generated using HSPICE simulations of
an on-chip global bus topology. The initial specified delay point is
normalized to 1.00 on this plot. Different delay targets were set and
the buffers were sized optimally to meet these new targets. It can
he seen that a bus using HVT buffers is not able to meet a stringent
delay constraint even with device sizing as a variable. The HVT
buffers are only able to meet a delay target that is about 13% slower
than the LVT buffers while incurring a substantial penalty (60%) in
dynamic energy due to the aggressive sizing requirements. Thus,
HVT buffers can greatly reduce leakage current hut only by
incurring significant penalties in delay and dynamic energy. In
many high-performance applications, a penalty in delay or dynamic
energy cannot be tolerated - this leads to a difficult tradeoff
between meeting delay while trying to maintain power at
manageable levels. Furthermore, it is known that delay becomes
more sensitive to Vh in sub-IV technologies and the corresponding
delay penalty associated with using high-V,, devices in these
processes will grow [IO].

In SVT buffers, if the active devices are LVT and the off-state
devices are HVT then we achieve the optimal trade-off between
leakage and power since the LVT devices ensure shorter
propagation delays while the HVT devices result in lower leakage
power. Thus, if the input values to the bus line are known, then the
SVT buffers can be designed to achieve the optimal power-delay
trade-off. It has been pointed out recently that on-chip caches store
primarily zeroes which indicates that data buses out of such caches
may have a high probability of carrying Os rather than I s [IZ]. This
type of application would benefit greatly from SVT buffers.
However, assuming this sort of imbalance in input probabilities
does not exist, we tum OUT attention to the use of bus encoding to
enforce the input states that will result in lowest leakage.

To ensure that the HVT device in a given inverter is usually off (to
reduce subthreshold leakage), an encoding scheme is developed to
skew the data hits of the bus to either the 0 or I state. The stagger
configuration for the SVT bus is then chosen appropriately (Figure
2) such that each bus line can he designated as a 0-state or 1-state
low leakage bus line. In this way, the bus line can spend, on
average, most of the time in the designated low leakage state. This
is the leakage-aware portion of the encoding.

The dynamic power expended by a set of bus lines can be reduced
drastically by eliminating crosstalk effects between them. When a
pair of adjacent wires transition in opposite directions, it results in
worst-case conditions for both delay and power [ 5 ] . The magnitude
of coupling capacitance between adjacent wires is normally greater
than the ground capacitance due to the increased aspect rat.ia of
modem interconnects 1131, therefore the delay can be nearly twice
as large as with just one wire switching next to a quiet wire. The
crosstalk-aware portion of the encoding focuses on developing a
coding mechanism that skews the states on the bus such that the
possibility of the worst-case transition between a pair of adjacent
wires is eliminated. The self-shield encoding method presenied in
To resolve this problem, and also address leakage issues, we [ 5 ] uses encoderidecoder logic and some additional wires to
propose the use of staggered threshold voltage (SVT) buffers. implement such a mechanism. Since these codec stager are
These buffers are constructed by combining LVT and HVT unavoidable, we require them to be as small a percentage of the
transistors in a staggered fashion as show in Figure 2. We note that total bus delay as possible to minimize the overhead. The reduction
the idea of dual-Vrb inverters has been known for some time [I I], in total power, along with elimination of crosstalk, far outweighs
however we propose a novel construction method in SVT devices. this incremental delay penalty. Moreover, as devices become faster
and areas shrink with each generation, the overhead on the bus line
SVT devices enable the design of high-performance buses with a
grows smaller. Thus, the hadeoff between extra logic and reduction
HVT PMOS
L V I PMOS
LVT NMOS
HVT NMOS
in power and elimination of crosstalk is reasonable.
We now utilize the SVT buffer technique in our encoding algorithm
that uses an enhanced self-shield mechanism to eliminate crosstalk
while simultaneously minimizing the total power. Additionally, we
minimize the delay overhead by optimizing the codec logic.

3. PROPOSED ENCODING ALGORITHM

Figure 2: Staggered threshold voltage buffers.

In the enhanced self-shield encoding scheme, the input hits are
processed by the encoder architecture to produce a set of
codewords. The mapping between the input bits and codewords is
called a codebook. The Hamming Distance (HD) between a pair of
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dynamic power and L represents the leakage power expended by the
encoded data bits. The dynamic power is dependent on the
transition characteristics of the input data hits while the leakage
motivated in the previous section, we require an encoding power is dependent on their state characteristics. Based on the
simulation profile of a memory bus we generate both the state and
scheme that has the following three features (FI-F3):
transition probabilities for sets of 3-hit data bits. Our objective is to
[ F I ]Eliminate crosstalk between adjacent bus lines
generate a mapping from the 3-bit input to the 4-bit codewords that
IF21 Minimize leakage by skewing the probability of the bits
minimizes this power function P in addition to satisfying FI-F3 and
IF31 Minimize overhead due to the encoding and decoding logic
minimizing the logic complexity,

codewords is given by the number of 1s in the bitwise XOR between
them. The HD term describes the number of hit differences
hehveen a pair of codewords.

we first address ~ 3 .menencoding b bits of input as e.hit
codewords, it is essential to pick the smallest possible values for b
and e to
the codec logic, we pick (b,e) = (3,4) since this
encoding leads to fairly simple encoderidecoder circuits (we
note that there does not exist a codeword mapping for
= (4,5)
and for larger values of (b,e) the complexity of the codec logic
increases considerably). For a 32-bit bus, we split the full bus into
Sets of 3-bits each and then encode each set individually. A shield
(dedicated ground or Vddwire) separates each set. Shield insertion
is common in high-speed buses to suppress inductive effects and ouI
use of one shield for every 3 OT 4 wires is a typical method [14,15].
Thus, for each set of 3 input bits we use &bit codewor& and the
size of the codebook is 2'= 8.
To address F2, it is essential to pick an encoding method where the
leakage incurred by the eight codewords is minimized. Since the
SVT technique skews the buffers on each bus line such that there
exists an ideal leakage state for each line, there exists only one ideal
4-bit codeword that corresponds to the minimum leakage state
simultaneously for a set of 4 bus lines. From our codehook (of size
eight), we need seven additional codewords that are as close as
possible to the ideal leakage state. To accomplish this, we choose
codewords that have the least HD to the ideal leakage state. For any
4-bit ideal codeword, there are qC, = 4 codewords within HD = 1
and aC2 = 6 codewords within HD = 2.

It is evident that to minimize P we need to assign the lowest
probability values in both the state and transition probability tables
to the codewords that consume the greatest amount of power. Since
the COdewordS are known a Priori and the codebook size of 8 is
fairly small, we search the entire sample space of 8! mappings of
symbols to codewords to determine the minimum value ( P d of the
Power function. However, the mapping corresponding to P,, may
Potentially require complicated codec logic that would result in
unacceptably large overhead. To avoid this, we set a tolerance limit
T on pmt" and examine the logic ComPIexity of all mappings that
have E p m d 1 + T ) . Among these mappings, we choose the one with
the smallest overhead (the overhead is quantified using Espresso
I161 to determine the total number of gates required to construct the
encoder and decoder for each mapping). Thus, we have obtained a
mapping that consumes a sufficiently small amount of power while
minimizing the logic overhead. A tolerance limit of approximately
5% typically captures the minimal number of gates. Note that T=O
corresponds to selecting the power-optimal mapping regardless of
encodeldecode overhead, making this a special case of our
approach. Figure 3 is a summary of our proposed algorithm, called
Buffower, and has as inputs M , the memory trace of a program,
and X the tolerance limit set on PmGn.

4. POWER AND PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS

ConcePmallY, any ofthe 16 4-hit codewords Can be chosen as the The encoding algorithm described in Section 3 was implemented
ideal codeword since a bus line consisting of SVT buffen can be using industrial 0.13bm device models at a temperature of 105°C.
tailored towards having either 0 or 1 as its low leakage state. A bus line length of 8 m was assumed with an inverting repeater
However, for Our encoding scheme the Selection of the ideal inserted every 800 pm. There were ten inverters such that the total
codeword is dictated by F I . We first prove the following lemma.
bus line remained non-inverted. We obtained a large number of
Lemma: The ideal codeword in a codebook that satisfies ~ 1 4 7 3 WCeS O f a 64-bit memory bus for nine different benchmarks (from
does not contain two adjacent hits that are the same.
the Spec CINT 2000 suite [17]) running on an Alpha architecmrebased microprocessor. For each benchmark we first constructed the
Proof: Let b h M 4 be the ideal 4-hit codeword. Suppose b, = b2. State and transition
The static and dynamic
Since we need to Pick ,311 codes that are HD = 1 (to satisfy F2)2 power values were then scaled by the
in these tables,
bi'blb3b,, blbi 'b3blneed to both be part of the codehook. However,
a transition between these two states violates the self-shield coding In Figure 4, the base Case (striped column) corresponds to an uncondition since two adjacent bits are switching in opposite encoded Set of bus lines driven using only LVT buffers. In addition
directions. Hence, it is impossible to have an ideal codeword with I Algorithm ~ u f f P o w e (M.
r, n
two adjacent bits that are the same.
1. Construct state (S)and transition ( R ) probability tables
from the memory trace M
Using this lemma we can identify the ideal 4-bit codewords as 0101
2. E={set of all 8 ! mappings from 3-bit I/P to 4-bit codes;
and 1010. Since these codewords are analogous, we only consider
3. for each (mapping E E )
0101. Among the 4+6 HD=1,2 codewords we eliminate three
Calculate P(mapping)
HD=2 codewords since they violate the self-shield coding
4. Sort mappings according to the Ps
requirement. Thus, our codehook of size eight is given by 0101,
5 . SetE,,,=(set ofallmappingswithP<P,,(l+T))
0100, 0111, 0001, 1101, 0000, I100 and 1111. With the codebook
6. for each (mapping e Emc)
determined, we now assign the eight possible input states to the
Calculate delay(mapping)
codewords; this assignment determines the overall performance of
7. Sort mappings according to the delays
the encoding scheme and complexity of the codec logic.
8. return (mapping ofmin delay)
For a given mapping from the input data hits to the codewords, we
Figure 3: Summary of the proposed algorithm.
first define a power function, P = D+L. Here, D represents the
~
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Figure 4: Total power reduction on various
benchmarks using SVT buffer scheme and
enhanced self-shield encoding.

Figure 5: Total power comparison when using
B single applicstion-iodependent encoding.

to the nine standard applications shown, a TEST-1 application with
a very high switching activity rate was artificially constructed.
Figure 4 shows that for every application, the total power is reduced
in the SVT bus case. On average, our method provides a savings of
26% in total power and in the best case about 44%. There was an
average leakage savings of 42% with a small increase (<5%) in
dynamic power, due to the additional bus line. For the TEST-1
aoplication,
althouzh
..
. the dynamic ~ o w e rin the 4-bit encoded bus
increases significantly, there was still enough savings in static
power such that the total power was reduced slightly. This shows
that our proposed encoding scheme is robust, even for cases where
leakage power is a small portion of the total power.

Figure 6: Power savings far the described
crosstalk and leakage-aware encoding vs.
crosstalk-only encoding [SI.
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